In this paper, we focus on approaches to parallelizing stochastic gradient descent (SGD) wherein data is farmed out to a set of workers, the results of which, after a number of updates, are then combined at a central master node. Although such synchronized SGD approaches parallelize well in idealized computing environments, they often fail to realize their promised computational acceleration in practical settings. One cause is slow workers, termed stragglers, who can cause the fusion step at the master node to stall, which greatly slowing convergence. In many straggler mitigation approaches work completed by these nodes, while only partial, is discarded completely. In this paper, we propose an approach to parallelizing synchronous SGD that exploits the work completed by all workers. The central idea is to fix the computation time of each worker and then to combine distinct contributions of all workers. We provide a convergence analysis and optimize the combination function. Our numerical results demonstrate an improvement of several factors of magnitude in comparison to existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is an optimization algorithm used in many data-intensive machine learning problems [1] . It has recently received significant renewed attention due to the important role it plays in training deep neural networks [2] . However, in such large-scale training problems, it can be infeasible to perform SGD in a single processor due to limited storage and computation capabilities [2] - [4] . These facts together with the advent of high-performance computing, GPU-accelerators, and computer clusters have driven the development of parallelized variants of SGD [1] , [5] - [8] . Approaches to parallelizing SGD broadly fall into two categories: asynchronous ("Async-SGD") and synchronous ("Sync-SGD").
Asynchronous methods are discussed in [4] , [7] , [9] , [10] . Due to asynchronous memory access, Async-SGD often computes gradient updates from "stale" information. Staleness introduces noise (or error) and can lead to poor performance in large-scale problems when one tries to run too many workers in parallel. The focus of this work is on Sync-SGD [5] , [6] , [11] , [12] . In Sync-SGD, workers receive the latest parameter vector in parallel, compute their gradients, and send their updates to the master node to be combined. Sync-SGD avoids stale gradients by waiting for all workers to finish. In comparison to Async-SGD, this reduces the error in the final output of Sync-SGD. Although Sync-SGD avoids staleness, in practice, the time to update now depends on the slowest worker. These slow workers, referred to as stragglers, can introduce significant delays in each combining step, thereby greatly slowing convergence.
We categorize stragglers into two types; persistent stragglers and non-persistent stragglers. Persistent stragglers are nodes that are permanently unavailable or always take an extremely long time to complete a task; e.g., due to node failure. On the other hand, non-persisting stragglers produce an output, but with a randomized delay in each epoch. Such randomization is often due to shared workloads or heterogeneous networks where distinct physical computers have differing processing powers. This means that workers finish the same task in differing amounts of times; often the processing time distribution has a long tail [13] . To illustrates the effect of stragglers, in Fig. 1 we plot a histogram of the finishing times of 5,000 stochastic gradient steps on 20 Amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) nodes. One can observe that the majority of tasks were completed in 10´40 secs. However, some tasks took more than 100 secs to complete, resulting in a heavy tail.
In general, stragglers cannot be completely removed from distributed computing system [13] , [14] . However, there have been a number of approaches that attempt to mitigate the effect of stragglers in Sync-SGD [11] , [12] , [14] - [16] . Two of the most relevant papers are the fastest pN´Bq [11] and gradient coding [12] . In [11] , N workers perform Sync-SGD. The master node waits for only the first N´B to complete their tasks before combining. In this way, the finishing time depends on the fastest N´B out of N workers. It was shown that this approach can reduce the wall-clock time when the number of stragglers is fewer than B. One drawback to this scheme, as is pointed out in [12] , is that in the context of persistent stragglers a portion of data can be lost. Such loss can introduce a significant error bias into the final solution (see Fig. 7 in [12] ). In contrast, in [12] robustness to persistent stragglers is introduced by computing each synchronous gradient update at several worker nodes (say at S workers). In this way up to S persistent stragglers can be tolerated. However, the redundant gradient computations are wasteful and consume computational resources. In the presence of only non-persistent stragglers, [12] shows that such redundant computations can be minimized by coding only part of the data. However, this extension to non-persistent stragglers requires prior knowledge of straggler finishing times and does not work in the combined presence of both persistent and non-persistent stragglers.
In this work, we exploit stragglers rather than avoiding them. Instead of having workers compute a fixed amount of data set in each epoch, we fix the amount of computing time. The waiting time of the master node is therefore deterministic (up to possible communication delays). The technique is therefore no longer limited by the variability in finishing times. However, due to the fixed duration of each epoch, workers complete varying numbers of update steps in each epoch. Thus the combination step at the master node is non-trivial and needs to incorporate distinct contributions of each worker. We provide a convergence analysis that allows us to optimize the combining factors at the master node. Our method is robust to systems containing both persistent and non-persistent stragglers and automatically adjusts to the realized performance of each worker. Our proposed scheme effectively introduces data redundancy to enhance robustness, but at the same time uses that redundancy to accelerate the convergence rather than producing wasteful (unused) computations. We perform extensive numerical evaluations by using the Amazon EC2 and demonstrate the superiority of our method in comparison to existing techniques. We note that preliminary numerical results of this model is presented in our earlier work [17] . The main contribution of this work is the theoretical convergence analysis, which plays an essential role in practical design. Further, in this paper, we also describe a generalized version of our method that exploits computing resources that previously idled during the period of worker-to-master communication.
II. ANYTIME-GRADIENTS
In this section we propose our approach to exploit stragglers in Sync-SGD, which we term Anytime-Gradients. The term "Anytime" is due to the fact that our algorithm can provide a valid solution before all the workers complete their tasks. We first formulate the problem and then describe the algorithm.
A. Problem formulation
Our objective is to find an x P X that minimizes the cost
where f k px, a k q is a convex function in x P X for every data sample a k P A and X is a closed convex set. A is the data set with cardinality |A| " m. Linear and logistic regression 
are well known problems that take this form. E.g., for linear regression f k px, a k q " pb T k x´y k q 2 where a k " pb k , y k q. The system we consider consists of a master and N worker nodes. The Anytime-Gradients algorithm is detailed in Algorithms 1 and 2. We now discuss the key steps.
B. Data partition and allocation
We decompose the data set A into N data blocks, denoted by A i , i P rN s where rN s " t1, . . . N u. Note that |A i | " m{N . We assume that the number of persistent stragglers is less than or equal to S; a design parameter that determines the robustness of our scheme to persistent stragglers. At initialization, S`1 data blocks are distributed to each worker in a manner such that each block is distributed to S`1 workers. A satisfying assignment can easily be obtained by circularly shifting data blocks among workers, as is indicated in Table I. In the Table I , W i is the i-th worker, and x (or o) denotes whether (or not) a particular data block is assigned to the corresponding worker. We note that one can make different data assignments from that described by Table I . The important aspect of any data allocation scheme is that each data block is provided to S1 workers. Note that in Algorithm 2,Ā v v P rN s denotes the portion of data that v-th worker received based on the assignments defined in Table I . E.g., for the first workerĀ 1 " pA 1 , A 2 , . . . A S`1 q.
C. Computation and Waiting times
The computation time T and waiting times T c are two important parameters of our scheme. T sets the computing duration of each epoch. T c is set to avoid excessive delays due to worker nodes that suffer from long communication times or that fail completely.
D. Combining operation at the master node
One key element of Anytime-Gradients is the combining operation at the master node. The combining factors are denoted by λ v , v P rN s in step 15 of Algorithm 1. Our objective is to choose these factors that maximize the rate of convergence. For an example, in a situation where all workers finish the same number of gradient steps, it makes sense to set λ v " 1{N for all v. This is uniform averaging and is used in classical Sync-SGD [5] . However, this may not be the best selection when workers compute different number of gradient steps, as will typically be the case in our scheme.
In our setting, workers that computed a large number of gradient steps get closer to the optimal solution than those that complete fewer steps. We therefore differentially weight the Algorithm 1 MasterNodepA, x 0 , η, τ, N, S, T, T c q 1: Input: Data set A, initial parameter vector x 0 , step size η, number of epochs τ , number of workers N , amount of redundancy S, predefined computation time T , waiting time T c . 2: The master node decomposes data set A into N equally sized data blocks A 1 , . . . A N . 3: for all v " 1, 2, . . . N do 4: sends data blocks to v-th worker based on Table I . 5 : end for 6: for all t " 1, . . . , τ do 7:
Call workers in parallel: WorkerSGDpx t´1 , η, T q 8: while waiting time ď T c do 9:
Receive px vt , q v q from workers, v " 1, 2, . . . N 10: end while 11: Let χ be the set of workers whose updates were received 12: if v R χ then 13:
sample a data point randomly (uniform) from t1, 2, . . . mpS`1q{N u.
7:
update: x vt " x vpt´1q´ηvt ∇f vt px vpt´1q , a vt q 8:
t " t`1. 9: end while 10: Return: px vt , tq outputs of the workers when combining at the master node. It is a-priori unclear how to find the optimal choice of the λ v . Based on several theoretical assumptions, we can find a solution to λ v . One such a solution is proved in Theorem 3 and it is given by
The choice in (2) sets each weight proportional to the amount of work completed by the respective worker. In order to test this choice numerically, we perform linear regression using 10 5 synthetic data samples on 10 parallel workers. The elements of the data matrix A P R 10 5ˆ1 0 3 and true parameter vector x P R 10 3 were generated according to an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance, N p0, 1q. The label vector is y " Ax`z where z is i.i.d. Gaussian noise generated according to the N p0, 10´3q distribution. We allocate 10 4 data vectors to each worker and make workers to process different numbers of iterations as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In this experiment, in one epoch W 1 got through 10,000 data samples, W 2 worked through 8500, whereas the last worker only got through 500. The error performance is shown in Fig. 2 (b) using the both the choice of λ v from Theorem 3 and uniform averaging, i.e., λ v " 1{N . It is evident that using a proportional weighting based on the amount of work completed, i.e., (2) leads to far faster converge than simple averaging.
E. Comparison to existing methods
We now discuss key conceptual advantages of our proposed Anytime-Gradients, when compared to two alternative strategies: the fastest pN´Bq (FNB) [11] and Gradient Coding [12] .
One advantage of the FNB approach is that the finishing time depends only on the first N´B out of N workers. Hence, up to B stragglers can be avoided. In our scheme, we can achieve the same finishing time by properly fixing the pre-defined time (T ), e.g., to match the pN´Bq-th order statistic. In this way, we not only expect that N´B workers will finish all their updates, but the master node also gets to use the (smaller number of) updates completed by the B slowest workers. Our method therefore yields faster convergence than FNB. Moreover, the replication in data placement performed by Anytime-Gradients makes it robust to persistent stragglers. Therefore Anytime-Gradients does not suffer the abrupt degradation in performance due to data lost when compared to FNB.
Gradient Coding [12] introduces redundant gradient computations to avoid persistent stragglers. Many of these redundant computations are wasteful in that they do not contribute to the final output. On the other hand, while our method also introduces redundancy, it does so in a manner such that all redundant computations contribute to faster convergence, without decreasing robustness. Vanilla gradient coding works rather poorly in the presence of non-persistent stragglers and so a second scheme is proposed in [12] to handle non-persistent stragglers. This latter scheme requires prior information of the performance of worker nodes (e.g., that stragglers are a certain fixed factor slower than non-stragglers) and does not provide robustness to persistent stragglers. Our proposed scheme, on the other hand, does not need such prior information and effectively handles both persistent and non-persistent stragglers.
III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide a convergence analysis of our scheme. We first find the expected distance to the optimal solution, then we study the variance. Next we find combining factors that minimize the variance to the optimal distance. Finally, we provide high probability bound for the expected distance. In this analysis, we assume that all workers sample from the entire data set. This assumption is important as it allows us to consider a single distribution that convergence is taken with respect to. In practice, we cannot sample uniformly and data replication, per the replicate S parameter, allows us to approximate this (and importantly to avoid the situation that the only copy of a portion of data is available at what turns out to be a straggler node). We note that the assumption we make here is not an uncommon one.
A. Preliminaries
As mentioned earlier, we assume X is a convex set and f k px, a k q is convex and differentiable in x P W for all k P rms. In much of the following we drop the subscript k for notation convenience. Let ∇f px, aq be the gradient of f px, aq with respect to x. We assume the gradient of f px, aq is Lipschitz continuous, i.e., }∇f px, aq´∇f px, aq} ď L}x´x}, @a, @x,x P X, (3) where }¨} denote l 2 norm. We assume that F pxq " Erf px, aqs
and ∇F pxq " Er∇f px, aqs. In these cases, the expectation is with respect to a where a is uniformly distributed across all |A| " m data samples. Unless otherwise stated expectation will remain with respect to a throughout. We assume there exists a constant σ such that Er}∇f px, aq´∇F pxq} 2 s ď σ 2 . We define dpx, uq " 1 2 }x´u} 2 and D 2 " max x,uPX dpx, uq. We further define the global optimum, x˚" arg min xPX F pxq.
B. Expected distance
The proof is based on stochastic approximation. Suppose the v-th worker samples a sequence of data a v0 , a v1 , a v2 , . . . drawn uniformly at random from entire data set A. By observing a vpt´1q , the v-th worker predicts x vt P X. At the end of each epoch, the output of the v-th worker is x v " 1 qv ř qv t"0 x vt where t denotes the (sub-epoch) index of iteration. This x v is a stochastic approximation to the output of Algorithm (2). The combined parameter vector at the master node is
We want to characterize how close this combined parameter vector is to the global minimizer as a function of the choice of λ v . Theorem 1: Let x 0 be the initialized parameter vector provided to all workers and let the step size of the v-th worker at the t-th iteration be η vt " L`?t`1σ{D. Then,
Proof: See Appendix A. One possible approach is to find combining factors that minimize the expected distance. As the fastest worker has the lowest expected distance, this results in picking the fastest worker only. Therefore, this is not the right approach. The expected distance can in fact be misleading as the it may have a larger variance. Next we study the variance.
C. Variance of the distance to the optimum
In this section, we bound the variance to the optimum from the combined solution that is available to the master node. This will be useful in optimizing the combining factors the master node should use.
Theorem 2: Let Vr¨s denotes the variance of the argument. Further, assume that }∇f px, aq} ď G. Then,
Proof: See Appendix C. In (7) , the terms before the summation are constant and q v is the number of gradient steps by the v-th worker. We find the combining factors λ v that minimize the variance of the distance to the global minimum VrF pxq´F px˚qs.
Theorem 3: Let x˚" min xPX F pxq and x " ř N v"1 λ v x v be the combined parameter vector at the master node in a given epoch. Then, the following choice of λ v minimizes the variance of F pxq´F px˚q:
Proof: We write (7) in vector form as
. We optimize the choice of λ by minimizing the upper bound (9) on VrF pxqF px˚qs:
This is quadratic programing with equality constraint and R is a positive semidefinite matrix. As R is diagonal matrix, the solution can easily be found and is given in (8) .
Corollary 4: Let λ v is chosen according to the Theorem 3 and Q " ř N v"1 q v . Then
VrF pxq´F px˚qs ď Fig. 3 . Error vs wall-clock time for 5ˆ10 5 data points for 10 workers.
One can notice from Corollary 4 that the variance decays inversely proportional to the total iterations taken by the workers.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate Anytime-Gradients on the Amazon EC2 cloud. We compare results with existing schemes [11] , [12] . In order to make a fair comparison across simulations, we conducted all experiments in parallel (i.e., at the same time). This minimizes fluctuation in uncontrollable experimental conditions. Most simulation results are for linear regression based on synthetic data. In addition, we test our scheme using real data (a subset of the "Million Song Dataset" [18]). The synthetic data (A) and true parameter vector (x˚) are generated in an i.i.d. manner according to the N p0, 1q distribution. The label data used in linear regression is y " Ax`z where z is i.i.d. Gaussian noise N p0, 10´3q. The normalized error computed at the end of the t-th epoch is }Ax t´A x˚}{}Ax˚}. In all our experiments, we let the waiting time T c be long enough to receive updates from all workers.
The first experiment we conduct is a linear regression problem where the data matrix A is 500,000ˆ1000. We use 10 worker nodes and allocate 50,000 data points to each worker. We do not introduce redundancy, i.e., S " 0. We fix T " 200 secs. We compare results with classical Sync-SGD where the master node waits for all the workers to finish before combining. Fig. 3 plots the error vs. wall clock time. It is evident that the Anytime-Gradients reaches the optimal solution 300 secs faster than "wait-for-all" classical Sync-SGD.
In the next experiment, we introduce redundancy of two, i.e., S " 2. Each worker now gets a 16,666ˆ1000 unique data matrix and an additional 33,000ˆ1000 redundant data matrix. In the Anytime-Gradients scheme, we give each worker T " 100 secs to work in each epoch. We compare the error performance of Anytime-Gradients with the FNB (N " 10 and B " 8) [11] and Gradient Coding [12] in Fig. 4 . A significant improvement is observed in the performance of the proposed Anytime-Gradients. E.g. an error rate of 10´0 .4 is obtained by our scheme in about 100 and 600 fewer seconds when respectively compared to FNB [11] and Gradient Coding [12] .
We test Anytime-Gradientss using real data. We use the "YearPredictionMSD" data set [18] that predicts the release years of songs via linear regression. The data matrix is 515,345ˆ90 and is divided among 10 parallel workers. We assume S " 1 so that each data block is repeated at two workers. For Anytime-Gradients we allow each worker T " 20 secs to update its parameter vector in each epoch. In Fig. 5 we compare normalized error vs. wall-clock time with FNB (B " 8) scheme and classical Sync-SGD. It is observed that Anytime-Gradients outperforms the other schemes.
V. GENERALIZED ANYTIME-GRADIENTS
We now extend Anytime-Gradients to exploit computing resources that, in our original scheme, idle during the interepoch periods of communication between workers and master. In this manner we can improve the rate of convergence, though worker nodes will no longer be synchronized at the beginning of each epoch.
Generalized Anytime-Gradients works as follows. As in Anytime-Gradients, workers work for a fixed time T in each epoch, sending updates x vt to the master in parallel. The parameters v and t respectively denote worker and "epoch" indexes. In Anytime-Gradients, workers then remain idle until they receive the combined updated parameter vector x t from the master. In contrast, in the generalized version, workers continue to update x vt during the idle period until they receive the combined parameter vector x t from the master. At this point they have their own update of x vt , which we denote asx vt . The v-th worker then combinesx vt and x t to obtain
Worker v then uses x t`1 v to update its parameter vector and the process continues. Note that when λ vt " 1 (for all v, t), the generalized version reduces to Anytime-Gradients since the computations conducted by workers during idle periods are ignored. The λ vt should be chosen to speed convergence. Motivated by the convergence analysis in Sec. III-C, we suggest using the following for λ vt :
where q v is the number of iterations completed during the epoch by the v-th worker, andq v is the number of iterations completed by worker v during the worker-to-master-to-worker communication period. Note that each worker has to calculate λ vt in each epoch. The λ vt not necessary the same across epochs.
We performed a numerical experiment using linear regression to evaluate the performance of generalized Anytime-Gradients. We used 10 computing nodes in the Amazon EC2 cloud as workers and used a 500,000ˆ1000 data matrix A. Each worker is given 50,000 data vectors and we set T " 50 secs. Fig. 6 plots the comparison of the normalized error of Anytime-Gradients with that of the generalized version. We observe that the generalized version converge to the correct solution faster than the original Anytime-Gradients approach. Faster convergence is due to addition iterations computed during the idle times.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a parallelized SGD method named "Anytime-Gradients". Although existing methods to parallelizing SGD work well in idealized settings, they fail to obtain the promised acceleration in many practical settings due to stragglers (slow working nodes). Anytime-Gradients exploits both stragglers and faster workers to realize a faster convergence. We provided a convergence analysis for our scheme. This is used to optimize the combining parameters used by the algorithm. We tested our scheme in Amazon EC2 cloud. Numerical results show significant improvement in comparison to previous methods. We are currently working to extend our analysis techniques to be able to characterize the performance of the generalized scheme 
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We start by noting that
This follows from the convexity of F pxq. Recalling that x˚is a global minimizer, we can write
The following theorem provides a bound on ř qv t"1 rF px vt q´F px˚qs. Theorem 5: Let η vt " L`β vt be the step size and let s vt " ∇f px vt , a vt q´∇F px vt q. Then 
Proof: See Appendix B. Now we substitute (14) in (13):
Recall that s vt " ∇f px vt , a vt q´∇F px vt q and due to (4), we condition on the data used in the previous steps to get E avt rxs vt , x˚´x vt y|a v0 , . . . a vt´1 s " 0.
Finally we take the expectation of both sides of (15) to get
With the substitution of β vt " ? t`1σ{D and using the bound ř qv t"1 1{
? t ď 2 ? q v´1 we obtain Theorem 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 5
The update rule in step 6 of Algorithm 2 is equivalent to solving following problem
where dpx, x vpt´1" 1{2}x´x vpt´1q } 2 2 . In the remainder of this proof, we drop the subscript v for notation convenience. We use the following lemma from [6] Lemma 6: Let X be a closed convex set, φp¨q a convex function on X, and let dpx, uq " p1{2q}x´u} 2 2 for px, uq P X. If
then φpxq`dpx, uq ě φpx`q`dpx`, uq`dpx, x`q.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4. We first define l t pxq " F px t q`x∇F px t q, x´x t y, @t ě 0 (20)
and
where s t " ∇f px t , a t q´∇F px t q.
Using the smoothness property of F px t q, [19]
where (27) is due to the fact that |xs t´1 , x t´xt´1 y| ď }s t´1 }}x t´xt´1 } by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Note that ∇h t´1 px t q " ∇f t´1 px t´1 , a t´1 q. Therefore, using Lemma 5 with φpxq " h t´1 px t q, and identifying x " x˚, u "
x t´1 , x`" x t´1 , we find that
Now, we combine (29) and (30) to get
We substitute the bound (21) to get F px t q ď l t´1 px˚q`xs t´1 , x˚´x t´1 y`} s t´1 } 2 2β t´1 pL`β t´1 qdpx˚,x t´1 q´pL`β t´1 qdpx˚, x t q (32) " l t´1 px˚q`pL`β t´1 qdpx˚, x t´1 q pL`β t qdpx˚, x t q`pβ t´βt´1 qdpx˚, x t q }s t´1 } 2 2β t´1`x s t´1 , x˚´x t´1 y (33) ď l t´1 px˚q`pL`β t´1 qdpx˚, x t´1 q`pβ t´βt´1 qD 2 pL`β t qdpx˚,x t q`} s t´1 } 2 2β t´1`x s t´1 , x˚´x t´1 y (34)
ď Fpx˚q`pL`β t´1 qdpx˚,x t´1 q`pβ t´βt´1 qD 2 pL`β t qdpx˚,x t q`} s t´1 } 2 2β t´1`x s t´1 , x˚´x t´1 y. 
By noting that dpx˚, x 0 q ď D 2 and adding F px 0 q´F px˚q to both sides, we arrive at qv ÿ t"0 rF px t q´F px˚qs ď F px 0 q´F px˚q`pL`β qv qD 2
which completes the proof of Theorem 5.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Assume that Er}s vt } 2 s " Er}∇f px vt ,a vt q´∇F px vt q} 2 s " σ 2 vt ď σ 2 . (39)
Assume that }∇f px, aq} ď G for all x P X so that }s vt } 2 ď 4G 2 . By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, |xs vt , x˚´x vt y| ď }s vt }}x˚´x vt } ď 4DG.
Let Vr¨s denote the variance of the argument. We rewrite (15) as 
Finally, we use β vt " ? t`1σ{D and substitute (47) in (43) to find that VrF pxq´F px˚qs ď
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
